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No. 24

WE'DNESDAY, MAY 19, 1965

Disputes Surro,und Diane Detoro, Howard Boyaj·
Senate El,ections Gamma, Heatherman Winners

A't a student senate meeting vision for either re-eledion or
activities, and in whose names have appeared on
At the annual Awards Day curricular
held May 12, the election com- recount procedures in the event
scholastic endeavors, was presList twice or more. They
mittee presented its report of of a questionably-handled elec- Assembly, held this afternoon in ented to Howard Boyaj, senior Dean'sawarded to Mrs. Jeraldine
were
Roberts Hall auditorium, outthe recently held student gov- tion.
Ferry, Carol Fisher, and Nonna
standing students were honored class president.
Mike Lenihan, by the college community.
Sophomore
ernment elections.
The Kappa Delta Pi awards, Kroll, seven times; Virginia LaSenate voted to accept the supporiter of Mary McCarthy,
The Delta Kappa Gamma presented to two students, a sen- magna, Janice Larivee, Mary Lureport of the committee, al- noted that the election committhough president Steven Solo- tee had counted the ballots and Award, presented to the senior ior having the highest cumula- cas, and Marcia Siniak, six
mon will announce at tonight's checked each class list twice. woman placing in the top quar- tive index in his class, and to a times; Mary Cassidy and Philip
meeting his decision as to In this case, he said, there is tile of her class, and who has freshman having the highest Hirons, five times.
whether or not he will veto or no need for a re-election, al- shown excellence in her student cumulative index, were presentOther awards presented were
though the student government teaching activities and leader- ed to Mrs. Norma Kroll, a senaccept the senate vote.
ior, and Anne Marie Burns.
the Alpha Psi Omega Award, the
Solomon's action arose from constitution should make pro- ership in college activities, was
editor-inAnchor
to
presented
The presentation of the An- Who's ':'7ho Awards, the Math
a dispute concerning the close visions for carefully supervised
election, in which Mary Mc- recount procedures. "Although chief Diane Detoro.
chor, symbol of class spirit and Award,
Club
Newman
the
awardtrophy,
Hetherman
The
Carthy defeated Ron Smith by common sense would seem to
unity, was awarded to the Fresh- Awards, the Student Counselor
two votes. Supportere of Ron .dictate it," Mike said, 'lthere ed annually to an outstanding
Awards, the Zeta Chi SportsSmith called for a recount. is no provision in the constitu- senior man who has participated man class.
Dean's List certificates were manship Award, and the Robert
During the recount, taken May tion declaring such procedures." in athletics, leadership in extra11, a discrepancy was discovto those students T. Amos Memorial Award.
presented
ered in the count of senior
voters.
One page of the senior class
list showed a count of 20 names
while 22 names had been
crossed off the page. During
the election committee count,
which was taken twice, no disThe selection of Rhode Island was disqualified by the New
crepancy had been noted.
College's four-member College York producers of the College
During the time span from
squad has been announced Bowl show because she was oldBowl
the evening the election com1
11
by the College Bowl coaching er than what they consider the
.."'",,",
~",,l:l';•,~,,,,,:::i:,.~~•~::~•:,
mittee counted the ballots Lo
1','''"" ...
staff.
usual age for college students.
'the day of recount, the class
Raymond L. Gagner, a juniot; The producers said they regretlists and ballot box were left
Philip G. Hirons, a senior; Mrs. ted the disqualification but exin an unlocked
unattended
Mary M. Lucas, a senior, and An- plained they have always felt
room in the Student Center
gela Jean Pantalena, a junior, the contest would be fairest and
building. Also during th-at time
will represent RIC before the most appropriate to its format
two additional names had been
cameras at 5:30 p.m. May if it were restricted to students
NBC
,
crossed off a page of the sen30 on the weekly broadcast of in their late 'teens and early
ior list, since the recount of the
"General Electric College Bowl." twenties.
ballots tallied exactly with the
The four were selected on the
ballot count taken by the elecCollege
A student - faculty
basis of their ability to adequate- Bowl contest on Thursday, May
almost two
tion commfttee
ly cover all areas from which 27, has been announced by the
weeks previously.
College Bowl questions are de- staff. The RIC student College
At the May 12 senate meetrived. Shannon Fleming, John Bowl team will meet a team of
ing election committee chairMcGiveney and John Symynky- four faculty members at 1 p.m.
ma~ Howard Boyaj expressed
wicz will be alternates to the in the auditorium of Roberts
his opinion that there need be
team, practicing with them and Hall, with a public reception and
no re-election because the numtraveling to New York for the "send-off" immediately
ber of ballots caslt was 2 less
afterweekend of the show.
than the number of names
Plans for the new Rhode IsThe Anchor and Janus will Mrs. Arlyne Harrower, origin- wards in the Alumni Lounge.
crossed off the class list. There land College Union were anMiss Sally J. Marks, instrucwould be cause fior concern, he nounced to the Anchor this have its offices on the fourth ally selected for the final team, tor, of history, and Miss Cathryn
floor of the planned structure.
felt lif there had been two week.
A. Ducey, assistant professor of
mo;e ballots cast than names
The student government and orEnglish and a member of the
The Union, tentatively schedcrossed off.
ganization board offices will be
Goucher College team that parArmitage, uled to begin construction in SepDave
However,
ticipated three times on the
Ron tember of this year, will be lo- located on this floor also. Adfor
worker
campaign
show, will be on the faculty
Smith, commented, "We owe ilt cated to the west of the Dona- ditonally, three committee rooms
team. The other two members
to the student body to hold van Dining Center. The build- and a large conference room
are still to be selected.
another election. There is no ing will be four stories with a accommodating up to 70 persons
Meanwhile, a student commitquestion that doubt exists con- glassed enclosed corridor con- will take part of this level. Innecting the two buildings. The
Finance committee of stu- tee has been taking reservations
cerning 'the election."
The constitution of the stu- first floor will provide a games cluded in the plans is a work- dent government has announced for a special bus to New York
dent government makes no pro- area for billiards and table ten- room, craft shop and printing student allocations for 19<;5- fo.- the show. Reservations may
be made with Mrs. James Wil1966.
nis. A spacious bookstore will shop.
be situated on the second floor
The Anchor was allocated Iiams, secretary to Dean DoroThe Rhode Island College $7200.; the Helicon, $1400.; thy H. Mierzwa, or at a table to
to provide adequate service for
an enrollment of 4,000 students. Union is being planned as a The Janus, $10,350.; Chalk- be set up in the Student Center
center for all mem- stones, $115.00; RIC Theatre, corridor this week.
community
The third floor will include a
scheduled:
sessions
Other
$1700.; Modern Dance Club,
100 capacity student lounge and bers of the college-students,
THURS., MAY 20:
a "ball room" to accommodate staff, faculty, alumni and guests. $1885.00; Debate Club, $980.70; Thursday (20), regular practice,
Governor John Chafee will 200 couples or a dinner party The committee planning the Fine Arts Committee, $12,650.; 1 p.m., Alumni Lounge; Friday
award certificates of recogniof 250. This floor will include Union recommended the build- MAA $17,217.20; WRA, $2723.- (21), regular practice, 4 p.m.,
tion to foreign students at the
a number of committee rooms ing would be an organization 84; Jazz Club, $175.00; Chess Alumni Lounge; Monday (24),
RISD Auditorium at 11 a.m.
and offices to serve general pur- and a program, not just a meet- Club, $100.00; Choir, $1240.00; review videotape of May 23
Presidents Assembly man- poses. A "control desk" to r:eg- ing place. The Union would Wind Ensemble, $495.00; IRC, show, 11:30 a.m., TV studio;
datory for Juniors, Sopho- ulate the activities of the build- provide an atmosphere to make $390.00;
$388.00; Tuesday (25), mock programs
Caedmon,
mores and Freshmen in Rob- ing will be centrally loc~ted to campus life a richer experience Emergency Fun, $675.00; Con- before TV cameras, 1 p.m., TV
the
of
members
enabling
by
p.m.
1
at
erts Hall
ference Fund, $1,000.; Classes, studio; Wednesday (26), regular
band out keys, sports eqmpm~nt
FRI., MAY 21:
practice, 11:45 a.m., Kelly Board
and directions to students usmg "college family" to get to know $6750.
another
Informal Coffee Hour at the facilities.
one
understand
and
STU(27),
Expected income for the com- room; Thursday
Within sight of
the International House at 8 the control desk will be a ~en- through informal association.
ing academic year will be $67,- DENT-FACULTY CONTEST, 1
be
possibly
p.m.
will
building
The
reand
auditorium,
Roberts
p.m.,
to
expected
is
500. The budget
eral lounge selling candy, cigaSAT., MAY 22:
rettes, and other items. . Pay completed by the end of 1966 balance as most organizations ception, Alumni Lounge, immeInformal Coffee Hour at phones and a cloakroom_ will be and is financed through a fed- anticipate a balance which will diately afterwards; Friday (28),
the International House at 8 located here for converuence of eral loan and student fees. The be subtracted from their allo- final meeting, 4 p.m., Alumni
Lounge.
structure will cost $800,000.
cation in September.
p.m.
students.

CollegeBowl Co.aching
Staff
-R.I. C. Finalists
Has Announced

I

Plans Released For
New Student Union

FinanceCommittee
Allocations
Announces
For EnsuingYear

ThisWeekiin R. I.
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MAY 19, 1965

Editorial·
Election Mixup Now an Annual Event
Recent facts have come tt> light concerning the Senate elections ( details
may be read elsewhere in 1:Jhispaper).
Once a1gain doU!bt has ooen cast as to
the legality of the electi'on procedure-and in essente o,n the election irtself.
Cries of "sloppiness" and "frarud" haive
been ,levied. The Anchor feels several
questi.9,ns need to !be ansiw:ered in the
hope orf correctiK>n:
-Why weren't the two vote discrepancies di~~overed fue nilg'ht of the
initiaJ counting?
-Why were ibhe ballots left unart:ten:ded for two ,weelm (ample time for
tampering) after the initial counting?
are there no seniate oon-Why
stitwt:ionaJ clauses governing ~ounts
and re-eilections?
---JWhy did centain people wait two
whole weeks ibefore a:sking for a recount?
-W'hy have sen.ate elections been
handled so poorly in the past two
years?
The last questi:on, oibviously, i s the
key iss:ue in the anniual "election-fraud"
mix-up. When The Anchor examined
tJhe faots, after questioning several sen1

ate members, and all direCJl:Jlyinvolved,
there was no doubt in our minds that
the handling of senate elections is
poorly planned, poorly siupervis,ed and
well-deserving of what turned ouit to be
How
the popular pl)Tase: "sloppy."
long can senate afford to sanction elections that are constantly questioned
outoomes,? Certainbecause of dUJMOUIS
ly senate is aware (ar sthould be) of the
value of public tl"rust. Because senate
election mix-ups are an annual event,
public trust is at a lOIWe:blb-and we say
deservedly so.
The Anchor ha:s 1Jonigcried for a
not entirre change
complete overhaul-if
-of the senaite com:;titution. We ask
for this again, not only in the li,ght of
another sell'ate mix-up, but because !{;!he
students deserve allld need a governing
body they can 'be proud of. In the meantime, several quesitions remain unanswered,' and in the light of student dilscontenit (see Letters to the Editor), we
su1g,gest anotlher crureful reco1Urut,ar better stitll, constitutional provisions governing 1fue h'aa1d:lingof contested ele.<:tions, particuTarly the time ailloted to
lapse between offilcial count and recount.

- Lethffs to the Editor
Dear Diane,
As members of the ANCHOR
Editorial Board and staff we
would like to thank you for a
"job well done." Too few people
realize the amount of time and
effort involved in producing an

adequate, much less a superior
newspaper.
Without your patience, dilligence, and thorough knowledge
of the workings of a newspaper
we should not have be€n able to
accomplish as much as we feel

By DIANE M. DETORp
After one year of adjusting
myself to lthe use of the editorial "we" it seems strange to
use the term "I" this last time.
But "I" it shall be. Please perrrult me to step out of the role
of editor-in-chief, a position I
have already willingly passed
on to next year's very capable
Miss Rose Mary Pireditor
raglia: and speak to you as
nothing more than a graduating
senior.
A newspaper, someone once
said, is a very strange animal.
I echo the staltement and apply
it especially to a college newspaper. So much of its success
or failure depends uplon the
people who work on its staff,
for even though ultimate censure or praise rests with the
editor-in-chief, guarantee orf a
weekly edition rests with the
people who work at the lesser
tasks.
The Anchor was fortunate
rthis year in almost doubling its
previous
over
membership
years, but that only represents
part of the story. For if "concould be measured
tribution"
in terms of interested people
wilth interesting ideas, who sat
through a "bull session" in
Student Center 203, or simply
stopped me dn the hall, then the
"membership" of the newspaper
has quadrupled.
A special thank-you must be
extended Ito Miss Annette Ducey, the advisor to the Anchor.
In part, a college newspaper is
as good and as free as the freedom its advisor allows. We
were foctunate in having an
advisor who allowed us the
maximum amount of freedom,
while exercising that minimum
amount of restraint necessary

for our sometimes too exuberant ideas. A second thank-you
goes to the members of the
Galtheuing the
Anchor staff.
news, putting it together, and
delivering it, is sometimes a
tedious and thankle.ss jotb. The
the
photographers,
reporters,
make-up people and typists, the
circulation and exchange managers and -other staff members
have been invalual:>le this year.
A special thank-you also to the
members of my edi!torial•board,
and to all faculty members and
administrators who have in any
way aided me.
For me, this year will ailways
be remembered as interesting,
exciting and trying. To be a
part of a college in transition,
Ito have a small hand in the
growth it attains, is in some
way rewarding. I feel that the
Anchor has had a small hand
in the growth of Rhode Island
College this year.
It is qU!ite easy lto recount the
daily routine that went into, every issue of the 1964-65 Anchor.
What is hard to express are
the flashes of brilliance and
true creativity which occurred
only "every so often" and made
of
an issue "great" insteld
just "good." It is easy to talk
about weekly editorial board
meetings. What is hard to express is the wealth of !ideas th.at
came out of "bull sessions" with
"Anchor people," with friends
over coffee, with enemies, sometimes quite loudly in lthe cafeteria. It is easy to talk about
the back-breaking job of putting out a weekly newspaper.
What is of.ten forgotten is the
35-40 odd hours of pure fun
the Anchor staff derived from
its "work."
It is my oplinion that the
Anchor has become one orf the

As I See It

we have.
Although work. on a newspaper involves the evcitement of
tracking down news, it also involves much difficult and time
consuming work, su~h as trips
to and from the printer's, and
,

often staying at the printer's
from early afternoon until as
late as eleven p.m., being present when make-up is done for
the paper, conducting Editorial
Board meetings, and various
other duties too , numerous to
mention.
We are sure that every member of the college community
feels as we. do. But, we owe a
special expression of gratitude
for having been able to work
with you. Thank you.
The Editorial Board and staff

would not cooperate.
mittee
Finally a recount was taken and
the total number of ballots did
not correspond with the names
checked off on the class lists.
There was a two,.v,ote discrepancy.
At the Senate meeting of May
12, it was disclosed that the
l:>allots and class lists were left
unattended for two days, thus
allowing for the possibility of
anyone's tampering with them.
We feel that this is due to the
irresponsii!bility of the Elections
which failed to
Committee,
secure these papers properly.
An argument for the, approval
of the motion to refuse a revote
was that them is not enough
time left in the school year to
lb.old another election. We feel
of Rhode
that the students
Island College would want to
take the time to holJ.d another
eleetion, since this is their student government.
Throughout the discussion of
the propooal, it seemed as
though Senate members were
imthe most
disregarding·
disihonesty
portant factor-the
of tJhe election - and letting
their biased opinions influence
the matter at hand.
fu. conclus.ion, we would like
to make it unde,rstood that we
feel that both candidates are
equally qualilfied to hold the office of Student Senate President. However, if we are to
build our college around an efwe
ficient student government
~ust begin somewhere. Hon'.esty
m student government is the
best place to begin.

most important organs, if no't
the most important orgalJ., on
the Rhode Island College campus. This year its spirit haunted the l:>alcony of 'the stud~nt
center and often disrupted the
lounge below. This spirit disrupted the campus, and once Dear Editor:
even the state. This spirit may
of the Rhode
As members
have diminished our populari- Island! College student body, we
ty but it never betrayed our are disturbed about the recent
principles.
Student Senate Elections. After
Senate
The Anchor is alive, inte[- attending
the student
lectually alive, and after all, meeting on IMjay12, we feel that
campuses
what makes good
certain facts concerning the disgreat if it is not a spirit orf intel- cussion of tlhis election should
lectual awareness and curiosity. be brought to the attention of
It is a challenge to Rhode Is- the student body of R.I:C., beland College sltudents and fac- cause we fee'1 the electioo was
ulty alike. Rhode Islland Col- dishonest.
lege will never be "great" unWhen the order of busine5s
less thLis spirit of intellectual
Committee
curiosity, awareness, question- of the Elections
ing, and yes, even rebellion, commenced, a motion was made
permeates its boundaries and by a member of the Eleetions
infuses its studenlt body. Col- Committee to refuse a revote
lege students have the right for Presiidei11tof Student Senate.
and the duty to question. Noth- DiscusSli.on on this motion was
ing need be1 accepted oq It.he opened to the members.
mere say-so of someone else.
'When the votes were first
Criticism is healthy when it is tallied after the election, the
constructive.
number of ballo·ts .and the names
The Anchor has not been !in- checked off on the class list corproblems
Campus
either.
bred
responded. On the same night
are important, but so are state Ron Smith requested a recount
and national ones, political and of ballots because of the closesocial. By widening its sphere ness orf the eleetion. The reAnn Troiano
of influence and interest, The count
was dellayed because
Anchor seeks to widen that of members of the Election ComJe·an Audette
Rhode Island C'ollege students
also.
The 1965-65 Anchor, and the
people who made it, was exciting, intellectually and culturally alive, adamant, sometimes all
wrong, but never meek, dull or
Publishing Office, Room 203, Student Center, RIC, Providence, Rhode Island
boring. I will dearly miss its
Pubµshed weekly while the College Is in session.
balcony home and the people Phone TE 1-6600. Ext. ~70. Press
Association. Represented for national adver•
~ member of. the Collegiate
who "lived" there. I will al- tislng
by National Advertlsi~g Service, Tnc. Subscription rates $3. 00 per year.
beeri
have
ways be proud 'to
Return notification of unclaimed mailed copies to The Anchor ' Rh ode Island
a part of what it managed to College, Providence, Rhode Island.
create and achieve.
~9
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Official College Notices
GRADUATION HONORS
Rhode Island College Council has voted a change in
requirements for graduation honors. The change has been
approved by the President Gaige and will apply in June
1965.
New index requirements are as follows:
3.85 - 4.00
Summa cum laude
3.60 - 3.84
magna cum laude
3.25 - 3.59
'
cum laude
Honors are determined by the cumulative index earned
at the end of the third quarter of the senior year.
Transfer students are eligible for honors if 96 semester hours or more are earned at Rhode Island College.
Transfer students who earn at least 64 semester hours,
but less than 96, at Rhode Island College are eligible for
honors if the cumulative index earned at the previous college is 3.25 or better.
W. CHRISTINA CARLSON
Registrar
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In Review
rialNamed
EdltoStaff
of the 'Absurd
Production
ary azine
.forLiterMag
Clarke Lowery, Helicon editor-in-chief, has announced the
appointment of Marcel Duhamel
as editor-in-chief for the ensuing academic year.

to,beAbsurd
es
'
TheatreProv

just deliver
ney English-after
By JEAN BERGANTINI
ing her lines in the king's Eng
Much has been said concern- lish! Maureen Blais, as Mrs
ing the merits of avant-garde Smith, was difficult to under
In a recent interview, Marcel theatre.
The Anchor has not stand and unconvincing, some
next
discussed his plans for
been idle, either, in its attempt times over-acting, often under
year's Helicon. "The policies to cast light on the theatre of acting. Yet, due to an effective
of Mr. Smith by
will be in keeping with those the absurd (see Anchor, May 4 interpretation
issue). Therefore, I will not ofwell
established two years ago un- fer an evaluation of the newest Ted Ford, and an equally
handled "Mr. Martin" by David
der the editorship of Arthur dramatic art form, but will deal Bowering, the performance wa
this with the business at hand: a re- sparked at times by genuine
McKenna, and 'continued
Elaine Grande
past year by Clarke Lowery." view of the Rhode Island Thea- stage prowess.
tre's production of The Bald Soof RICT
"The magazine· will be issued prano and The American Dream, a neophyte member
good
also gave a particularly
in
and
January
in
twice a year,
presenteµ May 7 an_d8.
performance as Mrs. Martin.
May." It will have a greater
Ionesco's Bald Soprano was
In an over-all view, the per
stress on literature than ever presented first. Admittedly, a
formances of Ford, Bowering
BAN PERIOD
inwhich
cast,
the
inplay,
be
will
difficult
work
art
before. No
Ted and Grande, coupled with an ex
Your attention is called to the following statement adoptcluded in the issues. The em- cluded veteran performers
backdrop
appropriate
ed by the R.I.C. Council as a reminder and clarification of
and Rich- tremely
Bowering,
David
Ford,
phasis upon literature in foreign ard Manely, managed to carry (irudos to Roger Klaiber), man
the Ban Period:
languages will be stepped up, over the mood or' inane, super- aged to keep the Bald Soprano
"The week-day immediately preceding the first schedand there will be an all over fluous bourgeois socieity. How- on her feet.
uled examination is designated as Reading Day. The period
attempt to represent even more ever, perhaps owing to the diffifrom Reading Day ,to the last day of scheduled examinanot even en
Unfortunately,
of the entire student body."
tions, both inclusive and including weekends, is a Ban Periculty the rapid, tricky lines pres- durance can be said of The
od during which no undergraduate College activities other
As always, all types of litera- ented, the cast often lapsed into American Dream,
the second
than examinations and authorized Commencement functure will be accepted; essays, stretches of line-firing without production.
Quite frankly, the
tions may be scheduled."
poetry, plays, and short stories regards to what they were say- play did not even resemble Al
W. CHRISTINA CARLSON
of reasonable length. Because ing, why, or how. While the bee's work. With the exception
Registrar
the Helicon is a student maga- garbled absurdities of middle- of R. Donna Browns outstand
somehow ing portraya'I. of Grandma, th.e
conversation
zine, the work of graduate stu- class
* * *
dents and Alumni cannot be came across, this reviewer felt rest of the cast played this bit
NON-ROTC NATIONAL GUARD
the lack of delivery made the ing commentary on empty Amer
considered.
Male members of the Class of 1967 .are reminded that
performance seem equally ab- ican society as a slapstick com
has
ProHelicon
OCS
the
year,
College
This
the entrance period for the Non-ROTC
surd. Cast members, noticably edy. Daddy, played by Louis
position
conhave
editorial
who
new
a
students
added
Those
gram is drawing to a close.
giving their debuts, were com- Lamoureux, instead of repre
Jean
should
editor.
program,
associate
of
this
join
that
to
intend
and
sidered the matter,
Mary, the senting the emasculated male,
pletely unbelievable.
to
Richnamed
Mr.
been
Contact
has
lost.
be
Bergantini
will
opportunity
this
or
act now,
by Carol Stahley, answered Mommy's retorts with
that post. Business management maid, played
ard Anderson of the coHege faculty in Room B2, Clarke
the coquettishness need- Eddie Cantor saucer-eyes and
will continue under the leader- lacked
Science Building, for specific answers relative to this proher interpretaMommy,
tongue.
ship of Denny Costa. The post ed and strangled attempts at cock- stuck - out
gran,i. You can begin to discharge your obligation to the
played by Lillian Cerullo, reas organizational board repre- tion with futile
Armed Forces now.
a bur
to
graduby
performance
vacant
duced her
sentative, left
Charles White, as the
lesque.
ating Bill McQuade has not
N
FELLOWSHIP IN SPECIAL EDUCATIO
_
American Dream, was incompet
yet been filled.
The only
Rhode Island College has been awarded the following
ent and unbelievable.
Helicon's
the
to
t
Appointmen
prepthe
graduate fellowships under Public Law 88-164 for
real success was a brilliantly
is
board
editorial
ten-member
y:
exceptionalit
aration of teachers in each area of
executed back drop, a credit
by personal invitation only. The
Mental Retardation, Emotionally Disturbed, and Phys(again) to Roger Klaiber, the
members meet bi-monthboard
.
Director.
ically Handicapped
Designer - Technical
to discuss and vote on the
ly
tuifull
with
student
the
provide
fellowships
These
However, the handling of the
subacceptance of literature
academic
1965-1966
the
for
stipend
$2,000.00
a
misshapen
and
so
tion
was
production
mitted by the students.
year. Application for these fellowships may be made by
Would you like to teach in that the backdrop could only
June 1965 graduates through the Department of Special
comment to what
mute
as
the beautiful Harlem Valley re- serve
Education. Every application should be submitted no later
gion of Dutchess County? If the play should have been.
than May 29, 1965.
you would like to teach in a
In short, the American Dream
ISOBEL H. EDWARDS
school district that offers many was a disaster.
But the fault
Acting Chairman
advanrecreational and cultural
for its utter failure, and Socontact
to
urged
tages, you are
cannot
prano's ineffectiveness,
Mr. Myron Rindsberg, District rest with a cast of 11, seven of
In addition ·to the above there is a fellowship in the
availWebutuck
Information
the
.
for
handicapped
Principal
teaching of the visually
whom have never acted on the
May 30-Bus to New York
Central Schoel. The telephone Rhode Island College stage beable from Mr. E. Rosati, R. I. Department of Education.
(Return same day)
MARY G. DAVEY
number is 789-4672 in the 914 fore. The blame must be placed
Cost between $7.00-$9.00
area OR you may write to M:r. sq~arely with producer-director
* * *
Passage on bus automatically
Rindsberg in care of the We- Joseph Graham for allowing unPLACEMENT NOTICE
Studio
TV
secures ticket into
butuck Central School, Amenia, seasoned actors (misscast in the
looking for elementary grade
Some Superintendents
Procedure
New York.
first place) to interpret the Alteachers are interested in talking to secondary education
Fill out form attached to
bee play so badly, and the Ionesis
which
district,
school
This
graduates about the possibility of retraining for the lower
Boards
Bulletin
posters on
co play so sloppily. Student talcountry
skiing
fine
in
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1
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theatre
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disMARY
within a reasonable driving
retary to Dean Mierzwa).
of Dr.
success
tance of both New York City tremendous
and Albany, boasts of salaries White's plays by Alpha Psi Orneranging up to $10,000, depend- ga served as proof). Moreover,
ing on experience and prepara- theatr~ ?f the absurd, with its
often mtellectual probings, has
tion.
a definite place ,in college theaWhat was lacking was a
tre.
There are several openings
freshness and accuracy of apfor teachers of grades K-6.
,
WE URGE YOU TO APPL y proach, a dynamism that should
Largest Selection of
College Choral will perform in
DEBATE CLUB
have come from the college facI QUICKLY!
this Friday at
Student Aids in R. I.
'Ulty. It definitely was not presOfficers for next year's De- a joint concert
AudiRobert's
in
-COS
p.m.
7:30
-Ban,-on's
bate Club will be: president,
ent May 7 and 8.
-Monarch
-Oxford
Normand Langevin; vice presi- torium.
-Hyman:
-Amsco
The chorus, under the direcdent, Filomena Lupo; secretary,
-Study
-Cliff's
Marilyn Groff; treasurer, Denise tion of Professor George Kent,
Master
Notes
chairmen: will feature Franz Schubert's
publicity
LeBlanc;
-Sch~ums
-Arco
Mary
be
Dewill
Mass in G. Soloists
Dave Gendreau and Diane
• Foreign Translations
board, Martin, soprano; Gordon Belleorganizational
santis;
• Art Prints and Drawings
Pincince,
Rene
and
bass,
• Graduate School Preparamer,
Joan Connors.
Students who wish to enroll study time, as well as the basic
tion Books
t will be DanDuring the past year since tenor. Accompanis
for a reading course this sum- reading skills.
• College Texts Bought and
Desaulniers.
iel
September the club has particSold
mer should notify Miss McCabe
Among other selections by the
in 86 intercollegiate
ipated
The fee for the non-credit
before Friday, May 28. Emchorus· will be the premiere of
rounds of debate.
phasis in the summer session course, which will meet two or
choral
Dr. Abraham Schwadron's
will be placed on study skills three times a week, will be
905 Westminster Street
work, Song For the Sabbath Eve,
of $31.00.
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RegistrarCarlsonto
Assesses
Horan
WinnerProf.
Dr.NancySullivan
in June
~,.,
End Service
l c:~!~s.R~~!.~t.,~~~
Award
Of DevinsMemoria

Dr. Nancy Sullivan of the
Rhode Island College English
Department was recently presented a 500 dollar check by a
Missouri born poet, Langston
Hughes, at the American P?et
Series of the Kansas City Jewish
Community Center. The cash
award was only part of the main
prize she received as winner of
the Devins Memorial Award for
the best full length book of poetry ,in 1965.
In addition to the cash award,
Dr. Sullivan's prize winning
manuscript, A History of the
World in Pictures, will be published this fall by the University of Missouri Press at Columbia, Missouri.
The three judges of the Devins Award read through 325
book length volumes of poetry

submitted from 40 states before
deciding that Dr. Sullivan's wo~k
was the best entry. She will
also give a reading of her verse
:15a featured poet of the Amer~can Poet Series at th e Center
m l966.
The book will contain some 50
poems. Miss Sullivan's poetry
has appeared in numerous journals and magazines, including:
Review,
Southwest
Accent,
Transatlantic Review, Southern
Review, Massachusetts Review,
and more recently her poem,
"Money" appeared in the Saturday Review. The title of the
poet's new book is borrowed
from one of the longer poems
which will be published in the
collection.
Concerning her role as an artist in society she said: "Poetry
is the celebration of all the
many facets that make up human existence and plague or enhance the human predicament.
The poem is the gesture the
poet makes to the rest of the
world. He can only hope that
someone, somewhere, is listening."
Dr. Sullivan earned her AB
at Hunter College in New York.
Her masters and doctorate were
taken from the University of
Rhode Island and University of
Connecticut respectively.

Reviews
Mr. Salesses
JohnKeats'Letters
The Rhode Island College
Faculty Colloquium was held
recently on the college campus.
John Salesses of the English
spoke on John
Department
Keat's "Aesthetic Theory As
Found In His Letters."
It was noted that Keaits lived
such a short time that he did
not write a prose account of his
beliefs -on the nature of poetry,
Coleridge from his Biographia
Litereria and Wordsworth from
his Preface to the Lyrical Ballards set down specifically what
they thought the poet should
deal wi:th.
It was through his letters to
Charles Lamb, Lee Hunt and
others that one flound the
views held by young Keats. He
was a man critical of his work
and searched endlessly Ito find
in poetry what hadn't been
done by 'the so-called "major
poets," Shakespeare and Milton.
Keats felt that poetry was an
art. The arlt of this "art" was
intensity. Thus the poet would
attempt to remove ,himself from
what he was writing, the resuU being "beauty is trnth,
truth beauty."
These are some of the notions put forth by Keats when
he was said to be most productive in 1817 to 1818. A ltrue
Romantic, John Keats put the
imagination on a high level,
noting that the imagination
leads one :to the truth and the
essence of poetry.
Mr. Salesses pointed out to his
audience that the ambition of
Keats was probably to be the
"world's greateslt poet."
A question and answer period
followed the lecture.
--------------

Mount Pleasant
Pharmacy
1243 Chalkstone Ave.
COSMETICS
TOBACCO PRODUCTS
CANDY
FOUNTAIN SE1RVICE

'-----------

history at RIC, finished his term
as president of the Rhode lsland College chapter of the
American Association of University Professors yesterday.
In an interview recently, Horan noted to the Anchor that the
RIC chapter of the AAUP has
been "very active" on campus
this year and expects the chapter to be more active in September. Horan related the purpose
of the group is to anticipate
problems and on the findings of
these problems, develop a solution, also to develop programs
which serve the interest of the
students and faculty. The AAUP
also advises changes in policy
or revision of current policy as
deems necessary.
The process of how the chapter recommends a change was
When a
discussed by Horan.
problem arises, a committee is
appointed to do research on the
problem. The committee then
reports on the matter to its
members. The matter is then
discussed by the group and a
statement of policy is decided
upon which in turn is submitted
to the faculty council for further action.

Currently the AAUP has between 55 and 60 faculty members. Horan noted that one
must be a full time faculty member or be in research part-time
to be a member. In Rhode Island the AAUP has chapter;s at
Brown, URI and RIC.

ResidentDfrector
Namedfor New Dorm Co-edGoverment
Set
Mrs. Ruth Klaiber has been
chosen to be the resident director of the new residence hall.
In this position she will be
"house mother" to 120 women
and 60 men.
Mrs. Klaiber is a graduate of
Nebraska State College in Chadron, Nebraska, a college approximately the same size as R.I.C.
After graduation she taught
for a half-year in New Jersey,
then for two years she taught
art in high school in Denver,
Colorado. This year she is substituting in Cranston, where the
Klaibers presently reside.
About the prospects for next
year and the coeducational resJdence, she thinks it will be exciting and interesting as well as
a leatning experience for all
concerned. "It is still quite new
to all of us," she added. "And
it is difficult to try to explain
things when some of the final
decisions have not yet been
made."
To prepare her for the job,
Mrs. Klaiber will attend a
I "house mothers school" for a
week in June in Colorado. "This
will be quite convenient," she
said, "since we will be in Colorado this summer." Mrs. Klaiber
will be on the faculty of the University of Colorado for the summer Shakespeare Festival.
Mrs. Klaiber met the Resident
Assistants at a coffee hour on
May 12. This coffee hour was
sponsored by the present R.A.'s
in honor of the newly appointed
ones.

by Howard Zimmerman
As Commencement d raws
'closer for 343 Seniors, a member of the Rhode Island College
Administration will be concluding over forty years of service
to the college as a student, instructor, professor, and registrar. This person is W. Christina Carlson. Miss Carlson entered Rhode Island College as
an undergraduate in 1921 and
upon her graduation in_ 1925
became an instructor of B10logy.
She was to remain as a teacher
of Biology until 1953 when she
was appointed Registrar and
Chairman of the Admissions
One sidelight to
Committee.
Miss Carlson's career is the
fact that she was an instructor
her
during
of penmanship
Junior and Senior years of undergraduate work.
When questioned about her
feelings towards Rhode Island
College, she said, "I do not
want to sound sentimental, but
I have devoted my efforts and
talents to the college with satisShe further stated
faction."
that the thing she most wanted
to do in her life was to teach,
because of her interest in young
people.
When Miss Carlson retires
next month, she will immediately take an eight week tour
of Europe which is the longest
vacation she has ever taken.
Gardening, oil painting, and

handi-crafts in general will be
of prime interest to her after
her trip to Europe. One other
thing mentioned was the fact
that she will also do some camping. This goes back to her
twelve years as a camp counselor. She maintained, however,
that "she was going back to
her youth, but not through a
second child hood." Her interest lies in reviving youthful
and healthful activities.
Miss Carlson was questioned
concerning her reflections upon
the youth of today. She was
very adamant in her support of
today's youth, maintaining that
they should not be like those
of years ago; for the world is
changing, and it would not
change without the new ideas
and the chances that youth take.
Miss Carlson emphasized her
point by saying, "that young
people and human nature does,
not change from year to year
or from generation to generation, and adults indict themselves when they indict the
youth of today."
Finally from her many years
of service to the college, she
concluded her discussion by
saying that "some of the finest
young people are found on the
Rhode Island College campus."
N.B. On Awards Day Miss
Carlson will be awarded with
a token of esteem from the Student Body by H. Zimmerman.

Movi,e,PlayandDiscussions
HighlightNegroConvention

For New Dormitory
The new dormitory, scheduled
to open in September, is of a
similar design to the Mary T.
Thorp Hall. The major difference is there will be ten rooms
in a suite to eight in Thorp Hall.
Other facilities have been incorporated into the new dorm,
the most prominent one being a
full recreation room. This room
will be located under the main
It will be furnished
lounge.
with rumpus room furniture and
will contain a ping-pong table
and television.
Dormitory government will be
co-ed, combining forces in dorm
c~uncil and social and publicity
committees, according to Dean
Haines. It is expected that there
will be separate judicial boards
to handle the different 'types of
cases.
At present there is a committee working with Dean Haines
to establish the rules for the
new dorm as well as a system of
government.
The assistant dean of st dents
will remain co-ordinator CY the
resident complex, with reference
to dormitory government. The
resident assistants will continue
to work in conjunction with the
College counselor.

Deposit Due For
College Bowl Trip
Deadline for the payment of
the fee for the bus trip to New
York on May 30 has been set
for May 21. Anyone interested
in attending College Bowl program may purchase bus tickets
during the coming week. They
will be on sale in the main corridor of the student center.

1

Student Government of Rhode
Island College, in co-operalbion
with Rhode Island Students
for Equality, presented a conference on the "History of the
American Negro" on Saturday,
May 15, at RIC.
150 people,
Approximately
mostly high school students,
alttended a coffee hour and registration in Roberts Hall, where
there were displays of books
and photographs relating to the
Negroes struggle for freedom.
At 9:45 the conference proper got underway with a greeting from Dr. Sidney P. Rollins,
of /the Graduate
chairman
School and President Gaige's
representatiive to the confertheir
Also extending
ence.
greetings to the conference delegates were Dean Mierzwa, advisor to the conference; Bob
Powers, vice-president of s!tudent senate, conference chairman Helen Maziarz. Usen Eka,
a graduate student from Nigeria who is a junior URI, then
spoke on "The Negro in Africa.''
Mr. Eka emphasized the growing movement for independence
among the African states, and
the sympathy of Afriicans for
the civil rights movement in
America.
After Mr. Eka's speech, a
play, "We Shall Overcome,"
was presented. The play was
written by Ron Smith and Anderson Kurtz, and featured Ron,
George Shobe!, Margaret Smith,
and Myra Benson, with singers
Cathy
Washington,
Ronald
Brown, and Charlene Hall.
After an hour break for
lunch, the delegates were divided into seven discussion
groups, where they saw a ten-

minute televfaion broadcast of
a speech by Steve Solomon and
then participated in group discussions led by RIC students.
The discussions were freely
run, but concenltrated in general on problems and accomplishments of the Negro today.
The students were then asked
to compare the ideas expressed
in their discussion groups with
those expressed in a movie,
"The Challenge," which was
made in 1951 and set forth tthe
problems and accomplishments
in civil rights at that time.
One of the highlights ·of the
conference was a symposium
entitled, "The Negro in Rhode
Island Today.'' Participanlts in
the symposium were Mr. James
N. Williams, executive director
of the Urban League; Mrs.
Elizabeth Phillips, Program Development Assocliate for Progress for Providence, Inc.; and
Mr. Robert Vogel of the RIC
Dean Mierzwa was
faculty.
moderator of the panel.
After a brief intermission the
students then heard a closing
L.
speech by Rev. Arthur
Hardge, chairman of the RI
chapter of CORE, who stressed
the need for commitment in
the civil rights struggle. The
"Subtle Six," a group of folk
singers from RIC, closed the
program with a sing-a-long session.
The objective of the conference, in the words of chairman
Helen Maziarz, was "to create
and redeeper understanding
spect for the American of Negro descent by emphasizing his
contributions and discussing the
problems that exist in conltemporary American society.''
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From a Student's Point of View: Foreign Policy
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From The Left

From The Right

BrownTeach-in
by Dennis Costa

our own morality or at least find
A teach-in on United States
by Dave Armitage
by Raymond Gagner
a facet of our present morality foreign policy in Viet Nam was
The purpose of this article is
and Ron Lanoue
to discuss the relationship bejustifies our presence in held recently at Brown UniverThe slogan of politics in the that
tween the makers of American
Vietnam. This facet must sity. The afternoon session was
South
United States has been proven
foreign policy and the Amerisimply a rationalizationbe
not
liba
as
a closed circuit broadcast of ·
"Campaign
again.
true
specifically
more
people,
can
eral; wield power like a conser- it must be a strong, compelling the national teach-in held in
with the rights of Americans
to participate in and control
Washington.
vative." This, Johnson is doing reason.
our foreign policy.
We agree with those who
on two fronts: South Vietnam
The W a s h i n g t o n session
It is theoretically (and someand the Dominican Republic. It would not accept a change in started on a sour note when
what naively) assumed that the
is quite ironic that now the lib- our morality, for if we compro- official U. S. representative,
American people have the power
erals are calling the president mise our morality just for this McGeorge Bundy was suddenthe
to democratically influence
in
"warmonger" and the Goldwater situation, it is but rationaliza- ly called away by the President.
nation
foreign policy of their
the same way that they influconservatives are backing his ac- tion and we are no better-nay,
His failure to appear left the
ence domestic measures by lobtions. This article will deal with we are worse--than the Chinese conference
with no official
pressures
they
political
least
and
at
bying
the two most explosive current Communists, for
representative of the Johnson
upon their representatives. The
morality.
conditions in hopes of clarifying are consistent in their
administration. Mr. B u n d ·y ' s
Pollyannas of foreign affairs,
_Self defense, however, is a failure to appear put a damper
the conservative viewpoints on
armed with consoling chapters
powerful reason in ~ur code of on the proceedings but it did
of the American mythology
these topics.
such as American treaty pledges
of "morality" seems morality for anything. We are not detract from the debate that
cry
The
of nonintervention ( e.g. Caracas
to be raised by the political left fighting an enemy . who has ensued.
Resolution of the O.A.S.) and
when U. S. actions in South Viet- vowed to destroy us. He is tryguarantee
constitutional
the
Professor Kahin presented the
nam are mentioned. They ask, ing to break through our first
Congress
na- point of view of ithe group that
that "Congress (and
Domin- "ls it right?" Perhaps it would line of defense--those small
The
choice.
a
had
We
to
power
are friendly to us- opposes government policy, and
only) shall have the
people str uck a blow be best to look closely at this tions who
stop him! This apdeclare war" still cherish the ican
a military government issue, which is actually a prob- and we must the Dominican Re- presented an apt outline of
against
as
have
they
that
tale
to
fairy
th
also
st
plies
moralities.
e
comparativ
in
lem
eir
ore
re
to
an attempt
their position. In essence he
much control over the actions in
First, it is important to recog- public.
deposed president. Rather th an
of their government in Viet support this revolution and wel- nize that the basis for communthat 1) Viet Name
stated
I'm sure we all remember the was in a civil war with the
Nam and Santo Domingo as come it as a victory for free- ist morality is exactly opposite
they have in the settling of dom, we choose, or rather a to the basis for 'western politi- case of the woman who was
Cong supported by the
federal farm policy or in the small group of government cal morality. Communism holds stabbed- several times while Viet
and did
2) that the people of
passage of a Medicare Bill. This functionnaries
chose, to back that the individual is, subordi- many people watched statement populace;
Viet Nam do not accept the
popular American naivete is as the very regime which the nate to the state, whereas in a nothing. Perhaps the
didn't
divorced from reality as it is Dominican people were trying republic, the state exists for the of these people-"We
arbitrary division of that naWe want to become involved"-can
childish and sad.
to get rid of. We had a chance benefit of the individual.
tion and desire the unification
of
question
the
to
likened
be
that
therefore,
Over 100,000 American troops to support a. democratic rebel- are concerned, South Vietnam some of the opponents of inter- of North and South; 3) that the
of
are now engaged in armed con- lion and we ignored it. . Who- the people
United States Asian policy is
want a demo- vention in South Vietnamnot
do
or
want
flicts around the world. Con- ever comes out on top m the
whereas the "Why should we fight their war faulty in not being able to disgress has not declared war on revolt is now irrevelant. Ev~ry-__cratic republic,
this
to
answer
ts consider for them?" The
tjnguish between nationalism,
anybody. These men fight and one who struck a blow agamst Chinese Communis
whether the state is bene-· question, of course, is obvious
, and their interacdie by executive order, State the military junta will remem- only
communism
which
in
way
the
from
insofar as benefit simply
Department directive, and CIA ber the United States as !he op- fited. Since, is concerned com- we approached it. If we don't tion; 4) that we should honor
state
the
to
the
m
democracy
of
ponents
given
has
decision. Congress
is more powerfui than help South Vietnam-if we back the Geneva accord of ·1954, and
up its once commanding voice Dominican Republic, and all ~he munism
communists can quite out now-we will back out in cease hostilities and support
republic,
a
give
troops
our
that
candy
comnew
a
to
policy
foreign
in
by their own values, eve;ry situation of this type, and
plex of power which dispatches away to the k!ds in the streets morally, a cou,ntry and forceably soon there will be nobody to free elections in Viet Nam; 5)
conquer
of
troops at the whim of second of Santo Dommgo cannot erase
a communistic system of defend us when we need it. As we should turn over control
rate ambassadors and "intelli- the fact that we have attacked impose
the admin- these election to the UN and
by
stressed
been
has
We
people.
its
on
t
governmen
unan
their country, supported
gence community" hirelings.
the biggest issue right take seriously the attempts of
popular minority faction, and are therefore placed in the un- istratioµ,
Apologists for this strange blocked their hopes for free- fortunate position of a very ethi- now is our determination to secretary U Thant to secure
state of affairs insist (when dom. They will remember us cal businessman who is engaged maintain our first line of dethat war-torn nation.
they deign to answer criticism) not as the opponents of Com- in a proxy fight for control of a: fense. This, too, applies to our peace in
Professor Scalopino, the main
that this new order of things is munism, but as the country company with one who cares position in the Dominican Renecessary because of "hard re- that supported the butcher Tru- nothing about ethics. What for public.
speaker for the position of the
We have shown why we must
alities" of "fast-breaking crises" jillo, as the country that al- us would produce a pang of confederal government, put forth
reto
."
countries
subversion
small
nal
these
help
"internatio
one
and
lowed its popular president to science is entirely right for
position
The American people generally be deposed, and sent 10,000 who has a different code of sist communist takeover. In the the proposition that its
accept these premises and sup- troops to crush a democratic ethics or morality. We feel that case of the Dominican Republic, was the only viable one. Proport their logical consequences. revolt. The Dominican people it is ."wrong" to intercede in we shall only say-in addition to fessor Scalopino based his conhas been said above--that tentions on the basis that 1)
I do not.
will hate us and we will deserve the internal affairs of another what
country, whereas the Chinese lit- President Johnson is certainly the war in Viet Nam was not a
The justification for Ameri- it.
erally couldn't care less. They, no McCarthy, and if his advisors
can intervention in the DominiThe Dominican Republic is
difference can present enough evidence to civil war but part of the intercan Republic, for example, was an example of our government's however, know of this our own convince him that there is com- national Communist movement
using
are
and
ethics,
in
taket
to prevent a Communis
policy in the world today. In
their munist infiltration in the rebel 2) that the Viet Cong do not
o v e r . Ambassador Bennett's Vietnam we fight Communism guilt feelings to advance
sev- movement of sufficient strength have majority support, 3) that
listed
has
FBI
The
cause.
in
send
to
word was sufficient
by bombing villages, torturing eral so-called "peace" organiza- to be dangerous, we can be con- the revolution in the south is
they
in
so
and
the Marines,
actively being supported and diprisoners, destroying the ecocontrolled by fident that there is.
went. But who is Bennett, and nomy of a country which needs tions which are
and
In closing, let us stress that rected from the north,
ns
how did he get his information? nothing more than it needs communists. These organizatio
American
justifies
th ese guilt cbnservatives are pacifists. But therefore
Bennett was our representative peace. We intervene in the work to intensify
that
4)
th
pacifists who believe that bombings of that region,
to the Wessin government, a Caribbean to fight the merest feelings. The more intense th e we are in a world such as ours the North Viet Nam Commue peace
government imposed by a mili- shadow of a "communist" re- guilt feelings, the louder
is best achieved by carefully nists have come under the contary coup and about to be bellion while we let the bloody crys of "Get out of Vietnam!"
trol of the pro-Peiping eleIt seems that we are in the controlled strength. Let us not ments, 5) that the Geneva
ousted by a popular revolt. The Duvalier tyrannize ove:r Haiti
that
type
the
of
pacifists
be
aland
pattern is simple. W essin tells with our blessing. Six million game with the playing odds
Winston Agreement is not viable,
conservative
Bennett that the Reds are be- children die every year but we ready against us. What can we great
no truly free elections could be
when
to
referring
was
Churchill
diffatal
literally
tells
hind the revolt. Bennett
consider the moderately leftist do about this
who held in Viet Nam.
Johnson, and in go the troops reformer, Quadros, too danger- ference in morality? Obviously, he said, "He's the person hopes
and
alligator
the
Probably the greatest achieveappeases
exist,
to
continue
to
are
civilians."
we
if
to "protect American
our to our security. Castillo
last."
ment of the teach-in was the
While protecting the civilians, Branco, who sacrificed Brazilian we must make some change in that it will eat him
_
precedent-setting debate itself.
the United States troops also freedom for the sake of "stabil- 1 __________________________
For the first time in United
pere
coincidenc
(
d
e
g
a
n
a
m
ity" was more to our liking.
rising masses of States history the academic
haps?) to break the rebel power Our all wise State Department friends in the fight against support of the
we community in general has bethe anti-Wessin seems intent upon defending Communist tyranny. Only when the world. And only when
and corner
. actively involved and
up and supporting
forces in the capitol, where, freedom by supporting a system we learn to turn our backs up- stop settingwill our State Depart- come
opinionated on United States
at this writing they remain of "anti-communist" tyrannies on these tyrannies ancl. support tyrannies,
ts more interested in ment be able to explain its posi- policy. This teach-in proves
trapped.
all over the world. South Korea, governmen
countries' welfare and tion to the American people that the academic community
their
But where are the Commu- Nationalist China, \south Africa, freedom rather than in staying without benefit of all shabby is a well-qualified, or more so,
nists? The State Department Spain, Portugal, Haiti, - Para- in power and getting rich on 1 i e s about the Communist than the duly constituted govlists 58 Communists and Castro- guay, these are our "freedom United States money, do we threat, and defending freedom ernment officials to analyze and
Fiftythe world.
determine governmental policy.
ites in the revolution.
allies, our most loyal have a chance of winning the around
eight out of ten thousands does fighter"
not appear to put the Reds in
a very powerful' position. The
leaders of the revolt insist that
the rebellion had a broad popular base and that the Communists occupy no particular positions of influence in the rebel
,
government.
Whom are we to believe, the
rebels whose representative to
the United Nations said just
this morning that his government only asked for the chance
to be left alone so that the
world could see that his rebellion was democratic; or shall
we believe the representative of
the right wing junta who needs
our military might to keep their
regime in office,
unpopular
and who played upon what
Juan· Bosch called our "red
psychosis" to trick Bennett and
Johnson into bringing in troops
to keep them in power?
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.ThirdBas,eballTearn Enjo,ysIts B·estSeas
R.I. C. Plac,es
In TriangularMeet

Once again R.I.C.'s track team
This
had a winning season.
year's record was even better
R.I.C. won
than last year's.
three dual meets, beating Fitchburg, Castleton, and Lyndon by
a good majority. They came in
third place with a triangular
meet against Boston State, the
and
powerhouse,
Conference
Nichols, which is out of our conference. In their only quadrangular meet, the team topk first
place, beating Durfee, Bridgewater, and Fitchburg.
Some of the stalwarts who
often saw double-duty for Coa<;h
Bogda were: Gene Wills, Howie
Jack
Ray Marsland,
Boyaj,
Bob Maitland, and
Wheeler,
John Grilli. These men were,
at times, called upon to compete
in three or more events. This
situation was created by the lack
of depth of the squad. Primar-

ily, six runners and five field
The
men were relied upon.
strength of the squad was in its
runners and was weakest in the
field events.
The Anchormen took second
place in the Southern New England Coastal Conference Championship and came in third, having been beaten out for second
place by only three points in the
State Athletic
New England
Track and Field
Conference
Bogda was
Coach
.
Championship
optimistic about next season;
saying he has a good nucleus to
work with but will need more
talent. He is relying on the incoming freshmen to provide him
with the depth which he desires.
Second only to Boston State College, R.I.C. can be proud of
Coach Bogda and the excellent
showing which his team has
made this season.

Golf T,eam Evens R,eco,rd
1

The Rhode Island College golf
team, under the coaching of Dr.
Felix, is enjoying one of its best
seasons. It is currently holding
a 2-2-2 record overall and a
2-1-2 league record. The Anchormen have beaten Willimantic
State twice while losing only
one match to Salem. Their two
ties have been against Johnson
and Wales and Westfield State
College.
The members of the team ln
order of their starting positions
are: Eddie Shea, freshman; Bill
Niczinski, senior; Bob Sutcliffe,
Treanor,
George
sophomore;
sophomore. There are five men
fighting for the last starting
position on the team. They are
Ted Hahn, Kevin Pilkington,
Tony Carvalho, and John Crossan. Coach Felix feels that this
"is my strongest team in four
years."
Although this year's team is
strong, next year's promises to
be even stronger. The Anchormen will be losing just two
players: Bill Niczinski and Tony
Carvalho, who are seniors. The
golf team is averaging about 79
is 9 strokes over par
-which
for the Lincoln Country Club
course - RI C's home course.

When a team can break 80, a
coach has little worries, when
90% of the team returns, he
has no worries.
Matches jlre played by five
man teams. Each man has his
opponent from the other team.
One point is gained by lowest
medal score on the first nine
and one point on the second
nine, with an extra point for
overall low score. If two men
tie, one-half point goes to each.
The highest possible score is 15
points by a team.

MAA

Results

of the
elections
General
M.A.A. were held on Thursday,
May 6, at 1:00 in the Little Theatre. A capacity crowd attended
Re-elected as
the proceedings.
president was Phil Higgins; this
will be Phil's second term in
New officers elected
office.
were: Terry Morris, vice president; Al Berger, secretary; Ray
Patrone, treasurer; Joe Lavigne,
organizational board representative; Dick Rouleau, intramural
co-ordinator; and Bob Badway,
publicity chairman.

DEAN JUN'IOR COL.:LEGE
SUMMER 'SESSION
JUN E 28 1

AUGUST 6

Courses offered in English Composition and Literature,
College Mathematics, Calculus, IntroWorld Literature,
French, Introductory
ductory Mathematics, Introductory
Spanish, United States History, History of Western CivilizaChild Psychology,
Psychology,
General
tion, Economics,
General Biology and General Chemistry.
All courses offered for credit. Call 528-9100 or write to

RIOHA:RDJ. FEIRRIS,Director of Admissions,
Dean Junior College, Franklin, Massachusetts.

Phone Your Order
No Wa,rting

CE1-9625

Martella 's Pizza

The 1965 RIC baseball season
is rapidly coming to a close
already
with the Anchormen
assured of the most successful
season in the history of the
College.
With ,their latest victory, a
14-5 win over Willimantic State,
the team boosted their mark to
Never
9 wins and 6 defeats.
before has the team been above
.500.
In 'the Willimantic game Jim
Lennon led the attack with a
double and three singles, knocking in four runs. Lennon stole
two bases and scored a run.
Versatile Ed Roche was the
winning pitcher, although he
needed relief help from Ron
Razza. Tony Nardi, with a
homer and two singles p'lus
four RBI's, and Ed Roche with
two doubles and four RBI's
stanfd in th'is game.
Although lthis has been a
most successful season, Coach
Don Puretz was disappointed
with the early part of the season' which was caused by poor
hitting and tough breaks. "I am
somewhat disappoinlted with the
record because the team is

The 1965 RIC tennis team
under the capable guidance of
Mr. Robert Brown is currently
tied for the ,top spot in the
NAIA Conference. Sporting a
3-3 won-lost record, the team
is tied with Gorham State and
Keene State.
The eight Anchormen under
Brown are Bob Trager,
~Mike Russo, Leon Paparella,
Skip O'Dett, Bill Kitchen, Pete
Michalopoulos, Jim Cafone, and
captain Bill Dalton. Mr. Brown
has high praise for his boys
and feels that it is "a wel1l
balanced team and one of the
best I have had." This team is
quite surprising for there are
only three ve'terans on the
squad. Strong competitive spirit and good coaching is evident. One devel'opment, which
would bring a smile from the
coach is that RIC is losing only
one player, Skip O'Dett.
There are five more matches
on lf;he schedule.
remaining
These include matches against
Gorham, Plymouth, Bridgewater, Keene, and New Bedford.
Added to these matches will be
were
which
matches
three
rained out at the beginning of
the season. One of !these makeups rµay be at home against
The last regularly
Gorham.
schedu!led home game will be
held on May 22, against Keene
State College.
In summing up his ideas on
the caliber of the conference
Mr. Brown states, "The 'league
this
competiition all around
year is much stronger than eve•r
before."

College Bowl
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Exciting
New
Designs
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RINGS

True artistry is expressed· in the briliiant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond enga,gement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of
design, refler:ting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond ... a perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keeps·ake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers." Prices from $100
to $2500. Rings enlarged to
show beauty of detail.®Trade,
mark registered.

"Lowest Prices on Gas"

.------------------,

Vinnie
DUVA'S
~SSO Station

Grinders and Meatball Sandwiches

435 Mount Pleasant Ave.

Centredale, R. I.

Support Your

TennisT:eam
Tiedf01r Top

Delivery Service

2027 ,Smith Street

stronger than the record indicates."
This is the last season for
These inseveral stalwarts.
elude pitcher Jim Healley, who
has a 5-1 record lthis year and
a 15-4 career record. In add!ition to his pitching, Jim is one
of the leading hitters on the
team and helps out in the outfield and at first base. Captain
Tony Nardi, third baseman, and
a good hitter, is also leaving as
is first baseman Carlo Izzo, the
team's RBI leader. Shortstop
Mike Pitochi, has 23 games over
a two year period.
The top individual feat of the
season. was the performance of
Roche in his pitching assignEd
ment against Barrington.
prtched a perfect game as RIC
14-0.
Barrington
trounced
In an interview Mr. Puretz
said, "We are really looking

We
to next year.
forward
should improve our record. We
are building a new balilfield
and should start seeding by
early summer. We may play on
it next year.
alt games
"The attendance
thi.s year has been terrible. It
should pick up when we get
our own field."
Several new teams have been
added to the schedule for next
St. John's,
season, including
URI and Boston Sltate.
The last game this season is
scheduled for Saturday, May 22
at home against a strong Dan'.
bury team.

UN 1-2410

1
WEDDING
ENT
ENGAGEMAND
YOUR
TOPLAN
HOW

Please send new 20-poge booklet, "How To Pion
Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-poge
full _color folder, both for only 25¢. Also, send
special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book•
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